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FAQ & TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Playing Times
Swoon has a minimum booking fee of 4 hours for functions, even if the band is only needed for 2
hours the 4 hour fee still applies. Please keep in mind most function rooms close at 12.00am, this
means the standard starting time is 8.00pm. If you are looking for a longer time frame please
contact us for fees on extended hours.

Production
Swoon is self sufficient having it's own sound and lighting equipment which is included in the
overall cost. If you require a microphone for speeches please let us know as we are more than
happy to help, and only ask that you give prior notice to ensure one is on hand.

Musical Styles & Background Music
We can assure you that all musical tastes will be catered for. Once the party gets started Swoon will
keep the atmosphere going with dance music during their breaks, playing either classic party songs
or top 40 for the younger and young at heart.

Catering & Meals
Swoon leaves late afternoon to set-up and prepare for your function, we ask that a main meal be
supplied for each band member. Meal breaks usually occur after the 1st set of the night when all
guests have been fed. Band members will never drink to excess at any function, alcoholic drinks
are not a necessity but are always welcomed with cheer.

Setting Up
Swoon likes to be completely set up half an hour before the doors open for your function, so it is
important that we are aware of what time the venue will be opening their doors to your guests.

Payment
It is the policy of Swoon to receive a 50% deposit six weeks after the tentative booking or 2 months
before the event whichever occurs first and the balance of payment before the performance date.
We look forward to being a part of you special occasion, and will see you on the night.

